Licence for
Classroom Resources
by Nicola Morgan

LICENCE TERMS for Brain Sticks™, Stress Well for Schools and
the Exam Attack schools version
These materials come with generous licence terms, without time-limit. If unsure whether a use is
allowed or you want to extend usage, just ask. This licence is for the purchaser only; if you or your
organisation did not purchase the material, it is illegal to use any of the contents.
You might have bought the materials for Multi-user or Single-user use. (Extra terms for a Single-user
licence come later in this document.)

A “MULTI-USER” LICENCE:
This is for a single school, group or organisation, for use on one premises. So, a school may use the
material anywhere on one campus and an organisation may use it at a single site.
All teachers (etc) may copy materials to home computers for purposes of preparation but must not
make materials available more widely. They may only use these materials in the institution which
bought them and not in other schools etc.

The animations, Powerpoint presentations and audio file
You may:
•
•
•

Play them as often as you like on the purchasing school premises.
Install copies on machines at those premises. (Please ensure all users know copies may not be
shared elsewhere, except teachers etc wishing to do preparation at home.)
Print for members of your organisation.

You may not:
•
•
•
•

Sell or lend them.
Make a profit from them, for example by charging people to use or watch them.
Allow anyone to copy or disseminate them outside your premises. (Including online.)
Edit them in any way.

PDFs and documents (other than posters of my books)

You may:
•

Print, display or copy for use in your organisation or personal use at home by members of your
organisation – with the exception of the #TEACHINGIDEAS pdf (see next point).

•
•

Please ensure all users understand what is permitted.
The #TEACHINGIDEAS document is for adults only, though some pages are specified for
printing for students – only those pages may be made available to students.

You may not:
•
•
•

Sell or make money from them (or allow others to do so.)
Publish them or any part for use outside your premises, except for members of your
organisation on their own computers or except as in the **NOTE below.
Alter the wording in any way or remove Nicola Morgan’s name and copyright notice.

Posters of my books
You may: Print, copy, forward and display them.
You may not: Sell them (or allow others to do so) - they belong to my publisher!
SINGLE-USER LICENCE
A “single-user” licence is for an individual, such as a teacher or other person who works in more than
one school or more than one premises. Most of the Terms are as above, and you should assume they
are, except that these next instructions over-ride those Terms:
The materials are licensed to you and must remain with you and not at the schools where you work.
You must be present at all uses of any materials, other than homework activities by students. It is your
responsibility to ensure schools fully understand the Terms. The only time another teacher could use
these materials is if you were ill. In that case, the licence would transfer temporarily to the stand-in
teacher.
You may not:
• Leave any materials in a school, other than completed worksheets.
• Leave files on any computer in school, other than your computer for your sole use.
• Allow any other individuals to use the materials except in your presence.
Is anything unclear or would you like further permission? Just ask! I want to
accommodate your needs generously but Copyright is an important law
and these terms are designed to clarify our rights and responsibilities.
Thank you for respecting this.
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